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Leadership Fraternity Elects New 6SU Plans Yuleiide
Service For Sunday
Officers; Will Help Needy Families
Brockman Heads
Alpha Phi Omega
New officers were elected
for the coming year of Alpha
Phi Omega activity at the annual A. P. O. banquet recently. Hal E. Brockmann, textile manufacturing junior of
Charlotte, is to serve as president, and Dan D. Pate, Jr.,
arts and science senior of Cassatt, was elected vice-president.
Charlie R. Boyle, architectural
engineering junior of Columbia, is
the new secretary, and Jerome A.
Ix, textile manufacturing junior
of Charlottesville, Va., holds office
as treasurer. The new historian
is William E. Monree, arts and
science sophomore of Clemson.
Plans have been completed by
the Alpha Phi Omega to again
place baskets at the mess hall
doors at the Christmas banquet to
receive food donations for distribution to needy families "of the
community.
This campus fraternity, made
up of former leaders in the Boy
Scouts of America, has for the
past several years gathered and
distributed food that is left in
the baskets by the students.
Collection following the Thanksgiving banquet last month was
distributed to 25 or 30 families
which were considered to be in
need. The reception given by
the benefitted families to this
program has made it quite popular and successful, and the Alpha
Phi Omega expects full cooperation from the student body Tuesday night, December 20.

Picctured above are the newly elected officers oJ Alpha Phi Omega, honorary serviec fraternity.
Seated, left to right, are: J. A. Ix, of Charlottesville, Va., treasurer; Hal E. Brockman, of Charlotte,
N. C, president; C. R. Boyle, of Columbia; secretary; and Prof. Frank A. Burtner, faculty advisor.
Standing, left to right, are: W. E. Monroe, of Clemson, historian; and D. D. Pate, Jr., of Columbia,
vice president. The new officers were elected at a recent meeting of the organization.

Clemson Student Gives J. L Henry To Speak
Information To F. E. Lewis &t Y Workers Meet
Students Receive

Dairy Club Elects Directory Dec. 14
The Blue Key Directory for
Directory Staff
1949-50 was distributed to the
Members of the Clemson Dairy
Club completed plans for the
Dairy Department Directory
Tuesday, Dec. 13, by electing a
complete staff to foster the project.
Members elected to this staff
include: C. H. Stickland, senior
of Oakboro, N. C, editor-in-chief;
H. B. Gassaway, senior of Honea
Path, business manager; A. S. McKay, senior of Henderson, assistant business manager; and J. E.
Smith, junior of Spartanburg, advertising manager.
The associate editors are: O. F.
Lovelace, junior of Prosperity; R.
W. Coarsey, sophomore of Trion,
Ga.; and M. I. Shull, freshman of
Wagner. The associate advertising managers are: J. M. Gaston,
junior of Chester; J. C. Heustess,
sophomore of Winnsboro; and J.
R. Tolbert, freshman of Anderson.
The advisors of the directory
will be Professor J. P. LaMaster,
head of the Dairy Department;
Professor B. E. Goodale, Professor
of Dairying; and assistant professor J. T. Lazar, also of the Dairy
Department.
This directory will be similar
to one published several years
ago by the Dairy Club, and it will
give information concerning all
dairy graduates from Clemson,
the dairy department staff, operations' and projects of the dairy
department, and also functions of
the Clemson Dairy Club. The
club hopes to have this directory
published by spring.
NOTICE
Alpha Phi Omega will again
publish a desk blotter containing: the college calendar. The
organization has permission
from the office of the business
manager to publish the blotter.

barracks and pre-fab areas (on
December 14. This year's publication is the thirteenth volume of
the book. I
Co-editors for this edition are
Royall E. Norton, architectural
senior from Florence, and Forest
D. Suggs, textile engineering senior of. Anderson.
The book has proved to be a
great benefit to students and
faculty in the past.
It contains a complete list of
the faculty members, listed under
the different departments in
which they teach. Students names,
room numbers, major courses, and
home addresses are also included.
A complete college year calendar
is also among the contents.
Fraternities, clubs, and organizations are listed, giving the
president's name and functions of
the groups. Also listed are sports
schedules for varsity and freshman teams for the entire year.
The directory is one of the annual projects undertaken by Blue
Key, national honor fraternity.

Student Minister
Attends Seminar
James L. Spangenbufg, Minister
of Students for the Clemson College Baptist Church, is in Nashville, Tenn., this week attending
a seminar for student secretaries.
This seminar is a conference of
professional university workers
with Baptist students. It is being
held at the Baptist Sunday School
Board in Nashville, December 1316.
The purpose of this seminar is
to study methods and programs
and to arrange for the Southwide
student conferences.

South Carolina Teachers To Receive
National Exams At Clemson In Feb.
National Teacher's Examinations for South Carolina teachers
)|*11 be given at Clemson College,
February 18, 1950. The examinations will begin at 8:30 a. m.
These examinations, which are
given once a year, were taken
by approximately 125 people last
year. The average score made by
the candidates is one of the major factors which determines the
amount of salary which they will
receive.
The application blanks for the
exam can be secured by Clemson
undergraduate students from
Professor J. L. Brock, acting head
of the Industrial Education department at Clemson, in room

107A, Education Building.
Other candidates must write directly to the State Department of
Education in Columbia.
There is no charge of application for any candidate who takes
these examinations for the first
time. Professor Brock has urged
all Clemson students to secure the
application blanks and to return
them to him before the Christmas holidays begin.
The National Teacher's Examination, in content, are of two
specific types: the common exams
and the optional exams.
The common type is designed
to measure knowledge and ability.
(Continued on Page 3)

Royall E. Norton, architectural
senior from Florence, was interviewed Tuesday, December 13, by
Fulton E. Lewis, Jr., noted radio
news commentator, in connection
with an investigation which is being conducted by the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
Norton gave further evidence
in the Major (John Racey) Jordan case which the radio commentator unconcovered. This case
concerns atomic secrets which the
Russians received during the war.
Norton will very likely be called
to testify before the House Committee during January.
He was liasion officer with the
USSR Air Force at Kodiak, Alaska, from where American lendlease planes were ferried to the
Ukraine. Norton's job was to inspect each aircraft and recondition them before they were flown
to Russia. It was also his job to
check and reload the planes according to an inventory list. Norton was also stationed at Elizabeth
City, N. C, where Russian pilots
were trained for flights to their
home country.
During his period of service, he
noticed on one occasion' a Catalina
type plane which was being loaded for takeoff to Russia.
"I had finished loading the
plane with materials called for on
my inventory sheet," he said,
"when I noticed three extra parachute bags that obviously did not
contain parachutes. I opened the
first bag and found inside a wooden box. The top of the box was
not fastened down. I opened it to
see what it contained."
The box was opened under protests from the Russian pilot that
the contents were personal, but
he saw what was inside.
"Blueprints were inside," he remarked. "A solid stack of them
all about the same size and general appearance as if they were
a set. I picked up one and examined it pretty carefully. I've
had some experience reading
blueprints, but this one was very
unusual, different from anything
I had ever seen before. I'd had
enough chemistry to recognize
this as being a highly complicated
and intricate pattern of atomic
structure. It showed the protons
(Continued on Page 6)

Mr. J. A. Henry, Greenville
attorney, will deliver,, the .principal address at the semi-annual
meeting of *Y" workers and contributors which will be held in
the club rooms of the Clemson
YMCA Friday, December 16. Supper will be served at 7 o'clock.
Immediately following the meal,
the program will be presented
which will include brief reports
by the chairmen of the different
committees and statements from
members of the Clemson faculty.
Members of the TP advisory
board, members of the sophomore,
junior, and senior 'Y' councils-and
officers of the freshmen 'Y' council are expected to have a large
representation.
The forum meetings which have
recently been completed were led
by the campus ministers and a
number of interested faculty
members as well as some of the
Y' secretaries. Leaders of all
these various forum and evening
watch groups are especially urged
to be present for the banquet. A
small charge is being made for the
tickets to help defray the expense
and to give the entertainment
committee a fairly accurate basis
on which to plan the supper..
Mr. W. B. "Monk" Mulligan,
general secretary of the Greenville Y\!CA, the chairman of the
Greenville 'Y" board, and the
president of the Greenville Hi-Y
club have been invited as guests
for the occasion.
Rev. Sam Wiley, chairman of
the YMCA board at Anderson,
Mr. Raymond Collins, executive
secretary of the Anderson YMCA,
and Mr. Joel Dendy, president of
the Hi-Y club in Anderson have
also been invited to come.
Major S. M. Martin is chairman of the Clemson YMCA Advisory Board. President R. F.
Poole is an ex-officio member of
the board, and Dr. G. H. Aull is
assistant chairman of the board.
Wayne Ballentine is president of
the YMCA, W. P. Roberts is vicepresident, and A. J. Banks is secretary.

Clemson Baptists will commemorate the Nativity of Christ with
a Candlelight Service on Sunday
at 7:45 p. m. in the Baptist Church.
The program is being sponsored
by the Baptist Student Union,
and features the work of the
Junior and Senior Choirs. One
feature of the service will be the
singing of the cantata "His Name
Shall Be Called Jesus", written by
Ellen Jane Lorenz, and sung by
the church choirs under the direction of Mrs. C. L. Morgan and
Mrs. H. J. Webb. The choirs will
sing the carol "O Come All Ye
Faithful."
The invocation will be by
James L. Spangenburg, Minister
of Students. The cantata portion
of the service will follow with the
choir and a double quartet singing an introductory number, "His
Name Shall Be Called Jesus."
"Jesus, Emmanuel" will be sung
by W. P. Roberts and a men's
chorus, followed by "Jesus, the
Messiah" sung by Mrs. Rebecca
Harrison and the choir.
"Jesus, the Flower" will be
sung by the women's chorus, and
the men's chorus, and the choir
will sing "Jesus the Saviour."
Mrs. C. L. Morgan and the
men's chorus will sing "Jesus the
Gift of Love." After the choir
sings "Jesus the Light," the men's
chorus and a women's duet will
give "Jesus the Comforter."
The final selections will be "Jesus the Lowly One" by Mrs. Webb
and the Youth Choir.
"Jesus the Morning Star" by
Perry Trakas, and "Jesus the Exalted One" by the choir and the
double quartet.
The Service of Gift and the Service of Lights will follow, and
will conclude with the singing of
the carol "Joy to the World."
Heading the decoration committee are James L. Spangenburg
and Pat Hance.
The musical staff includes Mrs.
C. L. Morgan, Mrs. K. R. Helton,
and Mrs. H. J. Cobb.
Members of the senior Choir
not listed above are Miss Billie
Vandiver, Miss Jeanene Brown,
Miss Mary Lynn White, Mrs. A.
M. Hardee, J. P-. Rostron, and K.
R. Helton.

Methodist Men To
Attend National
Youth Conference

vious year's winners of freshmen
scholarships, was awarded to
Robert M. Prince, agricultural
engineering sophomore of Lynchburg. Prince's grade point ratio
averaged 8.20 for his first year's
work. In addition to the scholarship award, he will receive a free,
trip to Chicago next spring, and a
chance to compete for one of three
national scholarships awarded by
the Sears Foundation.
The freshmen winners are P.
W. Hall, of Pendleton; L, A. Davis,
of Cope; P. L. McCall, Jr., of
Hartsville; D. N. Chamblee, of
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Vaughn To Return

t4* &«UtwUal

From Costa Rica
Dr. and Mrs. Theo L. Vaughn,
formerly of Clemson, and their
two children will leave Miami,
Florida, on December 17 starting
the last leg of their homeward
journey from San Jose, Costa
Rica.
For the past two years, Dr.
Vaughn has been attached to the
United States Embassy in Costa
Rica, in the capacity of Consultant to Latin America for the
United States Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the
Department of State. In connection with this assignment Dr.
Vaughn has been on,official missions in Panama, Cuba, Mexico,
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.
When assigned to foreign duty
in 1947, Dr. Vaughan was stationed at Clemson, where he graduated in 1942.

The Rev. E. Wannamaker Hardin and seven Clemson students
will attend the Fourth National
Methodist Student Conference at
the University of Illinois December 27 through January 1.
The students who will represent
the Clemson Wesley Foundation
are Johnnie Walker, Bennie Patterson, Vernon Williams, Hassell
Simpson, Arthur Banks, Charles
Murphy and Jim Callahan.
The Clemson delegation will
join students from other colleges
in the state in chartering a bus
and will leave the day after
Christmas.
Forty-five Clemson Baptist stuTwenty-three hundred students
and counselors are expected at dents will speak in their home
churches during the Christmas
the conference.
holidays on the work of the Baptist Student Union on the college
campus. This will be a part of
the regular Student Night at
Christmas programs.
Topics and materials were prepared by Rev. Robert H. Denny,
The 1949 College Writers' Short Bob Hughley, and Ed Smith, D*eStory Contest of Tomorrow Mag- votional Chairman for the B. S.
azine will close January 15, 1949. U.
Manuscripts must be mailed on or
The objecties of the Student
before that date.
Night at Christmas programs are
Prizes of. $500, $300 and $200 to acquaint the home people with
will be awarded for the best three college religious life and particustories. The judges will be the larly with the program of the
editors of Tomorrow Magazine Baptist Student Union, and to reand Creative Age Press.
late the program of the home
The prize-winning stories will church to that of the church at
be published in the spring and college.
summer of 1950. All other stories
will be considered for publication
at Tomorrow's regular rates.
Entries should be addressed to
College Contest, Tomorrow Magazine, 11 East 44th Street, New
Plans for the Junior-Senior
York 17, New York. They must
be accompanied by a self-ad' Banquet are now being completed by committees appointed by
dressed envelope.
the officers of the Junior Class.
The Juniors will again employ the
use of the college Mess Hall. Tentative arrangements have been
made to secure noted speakers,
whose names will be announced
Anderson; A. W. Leland, of Wad- at a later date.
malaw Island; R. W. Duke, of
Plans for the general theme of
Kingstree; and R. B. Nickles, of the banquet have not been culHodges.
minated as yet, but several plans
Also' Carl Hance, of Heath for decorations are under conSprings; P. D. Dukes, of Reeves- sideration. Announcement has
ville; R. T. Hollingsworth, of been made that favors will be
Cross Hill; J. R. Tolbert, of An- presented to all who attend.
derson; and R. T. Dunlap, of
Funds to finance the annual
Clinton.
affair are being raised through
Also C. R. Richardson, of Cha- magazine subscriptions sold by
pin; J. P. Bailes, of Union; D. C. the Junior Class. The Class also
Martin, of Travelers Rest; R. E. plans to sponsor its usual "Booby
Faulkenberry, of York; L. C. King" contest.
The date for the banquet has
Weekly, of Varnville; and D. D.
not yet been announced.
Smith, of Columbia.

Students To Speak

In Home Churches

Deadline Set For

Magazine Contest

Sears Scholarship Winners Are
Twenty Sears Roebuck Foundation scholarships, each worth $100,
were awarded this week to Clemson freshmen majoring in agricultural courses, it was announced December 13 by Dr. H. P.
Cooper, dean of the ' Clemson
School of Agriculture. The scholarships were awarded on the basis of a competitive examination
which was held November 28th.
The sophomore Sears scholarship of $200, awarded annually to
the student making the highest
grade point ratio among the pre-
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Plans For Jr.-Sr.
Now Being Made

A Merry Christmas
To Dr. Poole:
"POR HIS leadership ability, his obvious interest in Clemson, his initiative in recent building expansion projects
which make for a bigger and better Clemson, his interest in
student affairs; and a special greeting and thanks for the
new Tiger office.
To Mr. J. C. Littlejohn and Mr. G. H. Hill and Business
Office Staff.
"FOR THE celerity %B^* efficiency with which they handle
Clemson's many busines sproblems, and the fine cooperation which they have shown the Tiger.
To Mr. Metz and Mr. Vickery and Registrar's Office Staff:
POR THE capable handling of the mammoth job of registration, the release of timely notices which are of interest to the student body, and the well written news releases.
To Mr. A. J. Brown and the entire Treasurer's Office:
XpOR KEEPING all bank accounts straight, and lending an
understanding ear to the numerous financial, problems
with which the students are faced from time to time.
To Colonel Cookson:
TfOR HIS ready adaptation to Clemson and his interest in
the affairs of the school.
To the Military Staff and Civilian Assistants:
"POR MAKING the Clemson Cadet Corps among the best
in the South, and their proficiency in handling all necessary secretarial work.
To Mr. Henry H. Hill and the Housing Ohice btan:
"POR HIS fairness in dealing with the distribution of housing, and the overwhelming task of keeping the students
informed of the changes made in pre-fab assignments.
To Dr. Poole's Secretarial Staff:
"POR KEEPING the students informed op. the various
changes and additions in the administrative department.
To the Deans and Directors:
pX)R THE unselfish efforts which they have given in
hashing out the problems of the student body, and for
their help to the students in securing jobs after graduation.
To the Faculty:
POR IMPARTING the principles of higher education, ironing out academic problems at faculty meetings, for extra-personal interest taken in the students, and for all extra
papers graded for freshmen.
To Frank Howard and his Coaching Starff:
"FOR the magnificent job they did during the 1949 season
and, above all, for not bringing out the "crying towel"
—when a player was injured or an all-important game was
lost ... to Herman (Tiger Trainer) for the excellent care he
gave to members of the varions sports ... to the bohunks
who take the knocks and make the teams.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Thursday, December 15, 1849
Letters To Tom

The Tiger

My, My

He Roars For Clemson A & M

Dear Tom,
We ladies from the Rock have
a problem, and we want you to
help us. We go home for the
Christmas holidays the 17th of
December, and believe it or not,
we just don't want to go home
without the Clemson gentlemen.
It just ain't right for our heart
throbs to stay at Clemson and
slave away, while we sit home all
by ourselves. We'd be so lonesome!
So Tom, we're bringing you our
problem 'cause we know what
a big wheel you are at Clemson,
and if youjd just suggest to Dr.
Poole that he would dismiss
classes on the 17th of December
instead of the 21st, each and every one of us would hug your
neck like it ain't never been
hugged before.
Honest Tom, we 'uns is desperate, so please help us. Christmas is the time when people practice goodwill toward their fellowman, and if Dr. Poole would practice a little goodwill and grant
our plea, it would be the best
Christmas present he could give
his Clemson students and us gals
at the pock.
Many, many thanks . . . we'll do
you a favor sometime.
Sincerely,
Anne Arnold
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To Ed Osborne and the Clemson News Bureau:
■pOR SHARING dependable news with us and cooperating
to put Clemson on the map.
To Henry Simmons:
"p^OR WELL written news stories:
To Mr. Lindsay and the Mess Hall Staff:
"pOR THE excellent holiday meals, and for handling the
difficult task of feeding the numerous "Chow-Hounts'1
at Clemson.
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Talk of the Town

The Veterans

Start School Earlier; Holidays Longer
By Charles Kennemore

fay* ?ww Ot&en, goUeye ^#^4

' To the Band:
Since this the last column beP'OR THE fine music which they have supplied at public fore Christmas, we will try to
make it one of the best and give
events at Clemson and in other cities.
it to you as a present.
Two little matters to clear up
To Deacon Gator Farr:
first though; that crack we made
P'OR his annual sermon on the Gamecock, even if he didn't about other papers last week was
in no way meant to be derogabury him successfully this year.
To Wofford College:
POR their successful football season and their Bowl bid.
To all others which we may have omitted:
We wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Prosperous New Ypar.

tory, actually we are very pleased
to see our jokes copied. Secondly, those three filler jokes on the
back page last week belonged to
this column, but they got a little
misplaced.
n/"*a«
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Here are the answers to three
questions about compensation and
insurance benefits of interest to
former servicemen and their dependents. Veterans may obtain
full information about their rights
by visiting the nearest Veterans
Administration, contact representative or writing the appropriate
VA Regional Office.

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) hopes Jack
(Don't fence me in) Pruitt and
Leonard (I'm getting to be quite
a ladies' man) Riddle had an excellent time with their "Party
Dates" on the campus last week.
I

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) thinks that
Dum-Dum has too many irons in
the fire. Furthermore, he (Oscar) says that Dum-Dum should
know that one in the hand is
worth two in the bush—(or is it
vice-versa?)

OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) wishes all those
who "leave just a little early"
for the holidays a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy "Hie"
New Year. Also, a word to the
wise . . . watch that egg-nog, it,
will slip up on you like some
women do! Sha-a-y! to add, don't
indulge in too much lustful -living (wine, women, and song) during the holidays for you might
get spoiled and it will be difficult
to come back to dear ole CAC.
OSCAR

SAYS—-

OSCAR SAYS
that after last week's column
that "Hook" Sloan has expand- he (Oscar) was informed (unined his stock for Christmas. LOOK tentionally) that "Warthead" had
OUT—INFLATION!
withdrawn from his political venC*5CAR SAYS
that Charlie Talyor should look ture. Smart Boy!
OSCAR SAYS
for "greener pastures'."
that he (Oscar) wonders why
OSCAR SAYS
that Jerry (I'm a four letter Capt. Willie DeLoach doesn't get
track man) Brown will someday himself a "bull-whip" to control
be a great sociologist. He has his boys. He (Oscar) says that
his ■ (Willie's) powers of persuamany of the right answers.
sion would be increased 100%.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that "a certain two-diamond
that Carol Cox is striking up a
colonel should confine his activities to his own battalion. After romance in Pendleton with a cerall, "Jelly-Belly", charity begins tain school teacher. It could be
that Carol is planning to teach
at home.
school and is getting a few "pointOSCAR SAYS
that "Senator" Turner, some- ers" in hand now.
OSCAR SAYS
times known as HOSENOSE, has
that he (Oscar) hears that
revealed the type of women he Frank "Sport" Burtner is beginlikes. It sure looks dark out!
ning to study the laws of equilib:
OSCAR SAYS
—
that he (Oscar) has heard that rium since he (Burtner) fell out
Harold Mack is going to Paris of that chair. How about it,
this summer to pose for the "art- "Sport?" OSCAR SAYS
ists." Furthermore, that he (Osthat Len (The Great Cuban
car) hears that Mack is one of Lover) Magruder has exploded
"the Saint's boys."
the theory of "just 'kissing."

• down your throat out of a paper cup you
can't say much for it.
How Come?
Why is it that a student cannot attend
Clemson, live in the barracks and eat in the
mess hall? This is possible, but is so difficult to arrange that it can be considered imQ. It is possible for the benepossible. To obtain such an honor and a ficiary of a National Service Life
privilege you almost have to have a sworn Insurance policy, who is now reaffidavit (in quadriplicate) that you do not ceiving monthly payments ever to
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
be paid off in a lump sum?
have a stomach. The red tape that has to
that "Fly-Boy" Facchin would
that he (Oscar) knows of that
A. This is not possible unless
be cut puts even the Army to shame.
the insured specified in his policy really like to be one of "them . . . romance Fred Cone has with
an Anderson College Chick,
there jet pilots.'
Why, is this? Due"to the housing situation that the beneficiary could collect
OSCAR SAYS
namely, Mary Morant. Hbwever,
lump sum payment.
that he (Oscar) would like to Fred, it is a bit one sided, don't
being what it is the college has an advantage Q. I recently read a story that
that it is using to an extreme, and unfairly veterans who were held as prison- commend Coach Banks McFadden you think?
OSCAR SAYS
ers of war are now to receive for using a lot of tact in SaturI think.
that another A. C. lovely, Marday
night's
home
game
with
P.
compensation for the time spent
Many students do not eat breakfast. Why in concentration camps. Is this C. Also, hats off to all the team cia Lindsey, doesn't believe in
the power of the press. Better
should they pay for this meal? Many stu- true? If so, how do I go about members. OSCAR SAYS
watch your step, young lady, or
applying?
dents go home for the week-end regularly.
that Jim "Head" Hunter is try- all will be told. What will Jaek
A. The Veterans Administration
They still pay for the meals they miss. Out does not pay compensation to any ing real hard to be a "Radio Man." say?
of the twenty-one meals served each week a former servraeman for time spent
great many students eat at the most ten or as a prisoner of war because during that time the veteran was. en- Don't Get Me Wrong, But
twelve.
titled to regular service pay. HowI imagine one argument against such is ever, certain people who were
that some fellows will eat in the mess hall entitled to file a claim for disability or death benefits but who
when they, have not paid to do so. This has were prevented from doing so
been made more difficult now due to the fact by reason of being interned by an
that regular seats are assigned each semester. enemy country or who were
otherwise prevented by such a
But what if someone did eat in the mess hall nation from filing a claim, and
(By Bill Chamness)
and had not paid for his meals? What is who did later file a claim and
were
in
receipt
of
compensation
Clemson has one spot of scenic beauty th^fha&'be.en woethe difference in the student cheating the
or pension benefits on August 1,
college and the college cheating the student? 1949, may now be paid retroac- fully neglected since its birth some several 3§fsad£§ ago. I
I see no difference, except that one can get tively to an earlier date. Such am speaking of course of the rustic pool that breaks the
claims for retroactive payment
away with it.
must be filed not later than Au- monotony of the sidewalk in "front of the YMCA.
Another argument that might be offered gust 1, 1950. For further inforSome scribes who labor for "the South's Most College
is that the eating facilities outside of the mation about specific cases visit
mess hall are very limited. True. But the the nearest VA office and ask for Newspaper—The Tiger" have unthinkingly suggested that
information about Public Law
this pool be filled with concrete so that the blind wayfarers
new hotel should help alleviate this situation. 195, of the 81st Congress.
Q.
As
a
World
War
I
veteran,
But even the problem of limited eating fawill no longer fall into the chasm and sustain corporael inhave been drawing $69.00 a
cilities would be worth coping with to be Imonth
juries.
So simple a solution definitely lacks imagination and
for a service-connected
able to pick and choose a little in your food. disability. I have a wife and
minor children. I understand I foresight.
So, again, why not?
My architectually inclined mind, however, immediately
may be eligible for an additional
Next Year?
allowance for my dependents.
There is of course no chance of getting A. An award of $69.00 under grasped the manifold possibilities presented by this seemingout earlier for Christmas this year, but I won- the old law would indicate that ly bottomless expanse of crystal clear water which, no doubt,
this veteran has a service-conder what the chances of starting to plan for nected 50 per cent rating. He will comes from some mountain rill in our own beloved Blue
be entitled to two increases. Un- Ridge. With the current building program, it would be a
next year are?
It seems that eighteen weeks is the mini- der -Public Law 339, 81st Con- simple matter to beautify this eighth wonder of the world.
gress, he is entitled to an increase
mum time needed to cover the semester's reThere are some who think that we should construct a
in the basic rate, which, for a
quired work. I rather doubt that the cut- service-connected 50 per cent ratsteel suspension bridge to span this majestic natural lake.
ting or abolishing of State Fair or Thanks- ing, would entitle him to $75.00 a
giving holidays would meet with a' very month. If he has a service con- This would stand as a reminder to the passersby that Clemhearty approval, so how about starting two nected 50 per cent rating he is also son is the "county seat" of Engineering, but the idea is nol
or three days earlier in September? That eligible, under the same law, for just what I had in mind. A bridge of this nature would nol
has its disadvantages of course, but I do not an additional increase for his de- blend with the tradition steeped environs, nor would it be
think that this time would be missed as pendents. Under the old law, a
altogether functional.
would the cutting of any of the present holi- veteran had to be 60 per cent or
more disabled due to a service
A seasonal use for this attraction to our campus could
days.
connected condition to receive ad- be to erect diving boards around its perimeter and allow i1
This is just a suggestion. Any comments ditional compensation for dependto serve the students as Clemson's only outdoor swimming
from anywhere?
ents. The increase in the basic
pool. This would-be particularly advantageous because oJ
And ....
rate will be placed into effect auSince this will be our last issue before tomatically but the increase for its central location. Fellows who have a vacant class during
Christmas, I would like to conclude with a dependents cannot be paid until the warm mornings could drop by for a short refreshing dip
very MERRY CHRISTMAS to all and the proof of existance of dependents The daily pilgrimage to Boscobel Lake would become a thini
of the past.
wish that everyone has a swell time over the has been established.
For those who have artistic and rustic leanings, wi
holidays.
could erect a field stone wall around the pond, float watei
lilies on its ripling surface, and import some big, white, grace
ful swans to add to the natural beauty of the surroundings
The scene would be incomplete without its stone arch bridg*
or rusticated log span.
By LeRoy Doar
Suffice to say, this'pool as it stands embodies somethinj
She: "Sure, where do you live?" from becoming a sensation.
of
a
hazard to the people who traverse the path between thi
Log
Kernel
barracks and the Post Office, but I feel justified in suggest
I had sworn to be a bachelor,
"Mother, are there any skying that nothing be done about it for the present. Let ui
She had sworn to be a bride,
scrapers in heaven?"
not rush madly into something before if is given due con
I guess you know the answer,
"No, son, engineers build skysideration. A few bloated bodies washed up on its shore
She had nature on her side.
scrapers." (Naturally this does
Technician net apply to chemical engineers.)
will soon be forgotten if we take our time and construct i
landmark which will serve as a monument to those who hav
We always called a spade a
A chiropractor is a guy who
died, but not in vain.
spade until the other day we hit gets paid for what an ordinary
our foot with one.
«uy gets slapped for .
One last word of warning: during the winter month
Log
■
everyone should take particular care, the ice may be thir,
Her: "Have you ever been
and we don't want to lose our lives unnecessarily.
A shoulder strap is a pieee of pinched for speeding?"

Of late it seems that I have had some
To the retired Clemson Personnel:
rather caustic comments to offer to various
"POR GIVING so much to Clemson. during the many years
and sundry official groups of students and
they served, and for still being loyal to the school.
administrators. These comments were made
because I thought they were justified. This
To the Extension Service and the Experiment Station:
tj"<OR THEIR service to Clemson, state, and country in agri- week I would like to take a passing swipe
at a more general group—the student body
cultural and industrial research.
as a whole.
To the Members of the Clergy:
"I Didn't Know
"
l^OR THEIR personal interest in students and their probThe complaint "I didn't know about that,"
lems, both material and spiritual.
or some like scintillating remark, is often
heard. Such an utterance is occasionally
To Mr. Watson and the C. & R. Department:
l^OR KEEPING Clemson's building^ and grounds in proper justified, but on the whole it is not. An
shape, and their renovation of the old Fire House to the exceptionally complete bulletin board is
maintained in the hall of the main floor in
new Tiger office.
Tillman Hall, so why not use it to a greater
To Miss Shanklin and Mr. Metz and Concert Comnu^cc.
advantage? It is not ideally located for
pOR HELPING to improve education at Clemson along every student of course, but it is, evidently
cultural lines.
the best possible location for the majority
of the student body. I am so bold as to asTo Miss Graham and the Library Staff:
p'OR THEIR unceasing efforts in helping students secure sume that since we' are college students we
literature, the aid which they give on research papers, can read. Perhaps I am wrong. But in
and the up-to-date publications which they keep on file at case I am not I suggest we try practicing this
all times.
almost lost art. Not only are notices on this
bulletin board ignored but also those posted
To the Y. M. C. A. and Holtzy:
POR ITS active interest in all student activities, for spon- elsewhere on the campus and printed in the
soring fine programs of campus-wide appeal, and for TIGER are treated likewise. An excellent
example of this indifference is to be seen in
promoting cleaner living among the students.
the number of seniors that plan to graduate in
To the Post Office:
February but have not bothered to order
POR THEIR patience and service in distributing the mail. their robes. The deadline for this was December 9, yet approximately thirty seniors
To IPTAY Members:
have not made arrangements for their robes.
pOR THEIR generous contributions, to the Clemson athletic
Can You Take It?
activities, and the ardent support which they have given
Since the students are on the receiving end
in obtaining better material for Clemson athletic teams.
this time I hardly expect this be popular as
I hope some of my other bits of trivio have
To IPOAY Members:
been-.
I feel though that this is as justified
UOR FOLLOWING in the footsteps of the larger organias
have
been some of my former denunciazation IPTAY, and accomplishing on a smaller scale
tions
have
been and so write it.
th esame objectives.
Don't stop reading here. I might improve.
To the Alumni:
'Nuff Said!
p^OR ALL their interest in Clemson, keeping alive the old
I would like to answer last week's letter
Clemson spirit, and contributing in every way possible to Tom Clemson, but since it would serve no
toward spreading the name "Clemson" throughout the coun- useful purpose I will refrain from doing so.
try and the world.
Both sides have had their say for the moment
To State and National Newspapers and Sports Writers:
so I'll leave it at that.
POR ALL the space they have given Clemson in the past
New Course?
year, and for their good and impartial coverage of all
What with the serious advent of cold
weather maybe a new course should be inall sporting events at Clemson.
stalled here. Coffee is more rapidly becomTo the Radio Sportscasters:
ing
the drink (non-alcoholic that is). PerP'OR THEIR stimulating play-by-play descriptions of
haps a course in coffee brewing should be inClemson football games.
stalled in the environs of our beloved cam
To the Board of Trustees:
pus, this to teach the proper ways and means
POR THEIR longsighted handling of the complexities that to brew this potent potable. I would recfall their lot.
ommend that attendance be compulsory for
all those that run eatiiig establishments in or
To the numerous Leadership Organizations:
P'OR THEIR interest in campus improvements, for broad- about Clemson College. This would include
ening the scope of participation in student affairs, and the management and chief cooks of the colfor giving the student an incentive to work together with lege mess hall. Heaven knows something is
needed.
fellow students and the administration.
For instructors in this course I would sugTo the Senior Class Officers and the Senior Council:
gest Art and Chris. It seems that the Tiger
POR THEIR efforts to fulfill the desires and petitions of
Den is the only joint near that can draw a detheir fellow students, and for attempting to bring better
cent cup of mud. And by the time it sluices
student government to Clemson.
To Senior Platoon:
"pOR THEIR expert drillmanship, and for bringing desirable attention to this college through their exhibitions
throughout the country.

Corner

that he (Oscar) hears that
that he (Oscar) sincerely hopes
"Punk" Templeton had it out with that "Red Rod" Brisendine gradthat certain blonde
(Margaret uates THIS SEMESTER with flySullivan) the other evening at the ing colors.
i
OSCAR SAYS
•
House of Blue Lights.
that he (Oscar) liked that terOSCAR SAYS
that the report is that "Smiley" rific haircut the "Goat" Gofegan
(I'm a slick 'un.) Burnett has received some three weeks ago.
taken up the beaten trail to Miss However, it is getting a little long
Sullivan's, house. Maybe that's now "Goat," and the boys might
as good as the boy can do.
be back with their sheep-shears.

*VJ
Hole In Sidewalk At 'Y
Should Be Beautified

Fag? a
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Disappearance
Dauntless Detective Duped By Delusion,

Academic Ratings No Santa (laus! Why, Joe—Of Course
During Deduction Diabolic Disannearance Prime Factor For
There Is-Ask The Man Who Owns One
By Howell Arthur
Club Membership
By HASSEL SIMPSON

I was in the office of the pres- | promptly fainted. Unhindered,
Dear Editor,
In an effort to find out the exident of the college when Kirk- the rogues made off with the marI am nineteen years old.
shaw strode in, monarch of all ble in a three-and-a-half-ton tent to which Radford College
Some of my little friends say
he surveyed. Men stood stiffly at truck. Quod erat demonstran- clubs and organizations serve the
that there is no Santa Claus.
needs of students on this campus,
attention, and women blinked
My old lady says that if you
a recent survey revealed that
to hide the tears of emotion which dum-"
see it in the TIGER it's so.
"But, Kirkshaw," I exclaimed, seniors with B and C academic
clouded their eyes. With one
Please tell me the truth, Is there
majestic sweep of his muscular "you haven't told us your method rating belong to an average of
a Santa Claus?
three clubs.
arm, he bade the men be seated of arriving at this conclusion!"
Joe Bloskovitch
In the Junior Class, B students
and the women blow their noses.
"Enough for tonight" he said,
The above letter was received
I hadn't seen him since the Tea- and I detected a note of finality in belong to an average of three
by the Tiger last week. Any repot Dome Scandal, when he had his voice. "You both need sleep. clubs and C students belong to an
Dr. R. F. Poole spoke at a reg- semblance of our answer to one
blown the lid off one of the big- As for me, I shall sit smoking average of two clubs. The surgest beverage monopolies our my pipe by the window in my vey in the Sophomore Class show- ular metting of the Tiger Brother- written in 1897 is intentional.
Joe, your little friends are
country has ever known. We had room until dawn, just for the hell ed that the B and C average stu- hood last night.
dents
belong
to
an
average
of
wrong.
They have been affected
He
suggested
to
the
organizabeen chums in this very college, of it. Then you and I, George,
he the Big Man On Campus and shall journey to Verdiburg bright two organizations. Most of tha tion that a new plan be started by the skepticism of a skeptical
I the slow footstep-dogger; but and early to make the arrest. I desires for additional club mem- to enlighten students on the activ- age. They do not believe except
graduation had meant separation shall explain all to you en route-" bership came from students from ities of the administration and what they see on the bust sheet.
the C average group in all three faculty.
They think that nothing can be
for us. Starting as an apprentice
That's the way with Kirkshaw.
Dr. Poole suggested that a which is not comprehensible to
footprint-plasterer, he had risen He's always considerate of others. upperclasses. These desires were
to the helm of America's most And he does dearly love to sit for membership in organizations member of the faculty be invited their little minds. All minds, Joe,
famous detective agency, Finger- smoking his pipe by the window whose membership is limited to attend meetings of the Brother- whether they be cadets' or veteeither by scholarship, by bids, or heed to speak on any topic in rans', are little. In this great
ton's. I remained .at Thomas in his room until dawn, just for
by major fields of interest.
which the students might be in- college of ours, man is a mere inGreen College, our Alma Mater to the hell of it.
In another poll conducted here, terested. The speaker will also sect, an ant, in his intellect, as
instruct in chemistry.
I was aghast with apprehen- the 2.5 average raced to more be expected to answer any ques- compared, with the boundless
I spoke now, wondering whethpowers surrounding him.
sion
when Kirkshaw called for than three to, one victory over the tions that might arise.
er he'd recognize me.
He illustrated his plan last
Yes, Joe, there is a Santa Claus.
me at my home the next morning. old 3.0 requirement for student
"Hi, Kirkshaw."
candidates for major offices. Stu- night by speaking on several He exists as certainly as does or"George. Still teaching chemis- I was dressed and ready to go, dents said there was difficulty in topics and inviting and answering ganized society, as certainly as
try, ah? Been working with sul- but he walked calmly in.
rules and regulations, and you
"There really is no need for. finding enough leadership among questions.
furic acid this afternoon, I notice,
know that they abound and give
haste," he intoned. "Possibly you the 3.0 students to hold the availand you had an accident."
able major offices without giving
to your life its only spice. Alas!
That's the way he is—casual, have in your cellar a carafe of more than one major office to a
how dreary would our campus be
cognac
or
a
demijohn
of
port
in
easy-going. But I was anxious
single student.
if there were no Santa Claus.
whose
delicate
company
we
could
to lean? how he had come to know
Students here also expressed
It would be dreary if there were
about the sulfuric. He was right, while away several leisurely mo- the belief that a 2.5 student with
no Joe Bloskovitch—then there
of course; Kirkshaw is always ments. Come; I shall go with leadership qualities would be able
would be no childlike faith, no
you."
right. I questioned him.
quizzes, no skinning, no student
We descended into my base- to carry on the activities of a
"Quite simple, George," he reclub with more ease and better
body, no eccentricities to make
plied. "The pupils of your eyes ment, where I began to select results than a student whose
tolerable this existence. Not beSponsors for the Beta Sigma Chi dan«e which will be held in Charleston on Dec. 23, are pictured
choice,
old
flagons
for
this
special
are dilated, the result evidently of
prime recommendation for office
above. At the top Is Miss Bernice Benson, of Waycross, Ga., sponsor for President George Grice.
Dr. Allan Berne-Allen, head of lieve in Santa Claus! You might
occasion.
I
filled
two
glasses
and
exposure to sulfuric fumes. The
Second row, left to right, are Miss Virginia Braid, of Charleston, for Vice President Eddie Mappus,
is her scholastic average only.
the chemical engineering depart- as well not believe in fairies!
dilating agency can" always be offered one to Kirkshaw.
and Miss Barbara Anne Nuite, of Wedgefield, for Secretary I. D. Auld. The club is made up of
You might get the O. D. to
ment, has returned from the anMy
friend
contented
himself
identified by the degree of dilastudents living within a fifty mile radius of Charleston.
with inspecting my underground Vefs Must Notify VA nual meeting of the American In- watch in all the barracks on
tion."
Christmas Eve to catch Santa
stitute
of
Chemican
Engineers.
laboratory.
My opthalmologist had treated
Claus, but even if he didn't see
"What in the world is this?" he About Course Changes The meeting was held in Pitts- Santa, what would that prove?
my eyes with belladonna only
burg, Pennsylvania, with headinquired,
pointing
out
a
tall,
thirty minutes before; but I said
quarters in the William Penn The most interesting things are
♦—
nothing, confident that Kirkshaw hundred-gallon vat lined on the
those that few people see. Did
Instructions were issued on Oc- Hotel.
inside with paraffin and filled on tober 5 by the Veterans Adminisknew whereof he spoke.
you ever see fairies dancing on Frat To Have Dance
Dr.
Berne-Allen's
principle
in'There are minute particles of the inside with a colorless fluid.
COMPLIMENTS
tration making it necessary for
the lawn in front of Riggs Hall?
"Why, it's my caldron of hy- veterans in training under Public terest was centered around the Of course not, but that's no proof And Give Scholarship
latex on your hands," he cons'tudent
chapter
meetings
held
tinued, "indicating that you pull- drofluoric acid," I answered non- Law 346 to secure prior approval during the four day meeting. One that they don't dance there. You
Beta Sigma Chi, regional club
ed off your rubber gloves rather chalantly.
from the V. A. before affecting of these meetings, Dr. Berne-Al- can't imagine all the things that
"I see . . . What's it for?"
made up of students living within
GREENVILLE, S. C.
hurriedly. I presume that you
are
unseen.
a change of major course.
len explained, began at the break"Oh, it comes in handy for
spilled the acid on your trousers
Since obtaining this prior ap- fast table .and ended at the breakYou tear apart your Ml to see a radius of fifty miles of CharCLEM. . STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
... for there is a large hole near weiner-roasts. All chemists have proval may be a time consuming fast table as the noon hour ar- what makes it go, but there is a leston, are sponsoring a dance to
the knee . . . and lost your head. them."
process all veterans desiring to rived.
veil of dust covering it so you be held in Hibernaian Hall, DeMe stooped to the floor and change their major course at the
>
Quod erat demonstrandum. You
It has been the practice of the can't see how greasy it is. Only cember 23.
The Hall is located on Meeting
should always 'keep your head, picked up a piece of paraffin.
beginning of the second semester National Institute to present a innocence and faith in humanity
"Now I know what you were are reminded to make such reGeorge."
student emblem to one lower make is possible for you to ignore Stree near Broad in Charleston.
Profits from the dance will be
He was the same old Kirkshaw chewing last night," he ventured. quests immediately.
classman each year who has ex- such trivial matters.
. . . sharp as a Damascus dirk. I "I didn't suppose you could afForms for this purpose may be celled in his studies. The aTard
No Santa Claus! Thank good- used to foster a one hundred dolCOMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG ME:
recalled now having seen him ford gum on a professor's salary. obtained fro- +he Registrar's of- is given on each campus having ness he lives and lives forever. lar scholarship for a deserving
AND STUDENTS
"Hydrofluoric,
huh?
It'll
disspeaking with Dr. Zymurgy, dean
fice in the I
> Building.
an A. I. Ch. E. charter. The ques- Years from now, long past your freshman living within the terriof chemistry and a spectator to solve just about anything won't
allotted
span
of
four
years,
he
tion was brought up at the meettorial limits of the club. Com108 N. Main Street
Greenville, S: C.
my accident, earlier in the eve- it? Bet them fellows from Huming as to what standards should will continue to give you blue petative exams will be given to
ning, but I said nothing about mon could of got rid of that stabe set up for judging the deserv- slips and demerits and Christmas determine the choice of the recipthis. As usual, Kirkshaw was ture in it. Heh,-heh." He chucklant student. Judgment of the holidays.
e
'
at
his
little
jest.
ient of the scholarship.
right
credits of transfer students was
I noticed that his cultured
"Now, about tonight," he went
Advance tickets for the dance
also
brought
up.
on. "I understand that the school's speech was slipping slowly from
The meeting consisted of get- Messenger Speaks To
will be sold to the public for $1.50,
him
under
the
influence
of
my
statue of Tommy Green (Kirktogether parties, luncheons, plant
either stag or couple and door
Engineers
shaw was ever disposed to be in- liquor as I silently crept behind
Two Christmas' services will be inspection trips, and lectures. A Senior Textile Class
tickets will cost $2.00,.
formal) is missing from its po- him. I pushed him into the vat. held at the Clemson Methodist full, rigid schedule was followed
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
Dancing will be from nine until
sition in front rff Wilton Hall, or He screamed.
Mr. H. M. Messenger, sales enChurch Sunday. The morning
"Now I see it all" he said, com- worship service at 11:30 o'clock by A. I. Ch. E. members who at- gineer for the Taylor Instrument
Main Building, and they don't
tended the meeting.
know where to find him. These, ing up for the third time. "You will be on the Christmas theme
Company of Rochester, New York,
swiped
the
statue,
George,
and
I am informed, are the circumgave a lecture on slasher conwith special music by the choir
persuaded Gould the night-watch- and an appreciative sermon by the Out-Dated Books Must trol to Prof. A. E. McKenna's
stances:
man,
who
is
your
third
cousin
by
"About three minutes until
senior class in warp preparation
pastor, the Rev.' E. Wannamaker
eight this evening, the night- a former marriage, to say 'Trisca- Hardin.
on December 13.
Be
Claimed
By
Dec.
21
watchman, 'Fatty' Gould was dis- dec . . ." whatever the hell that
His address was made in the
The annual "White Christmas"
word
was,
just
to
throw
us
off
the
Students who have left dis- Textile auditorium to classes from
covered insensible in front of
service will be held at 6:00 p. m.
continued textbooks for the Co- 11 a. m. until 1 p. m.
Main Building. Tom Geen's like- track.
"Then you lowered the statue and will feature music by three op Book Store to sell are requestness, which was chiselled from
He also addressed another class
(AND YOU'LL BE SURE TO PLEASE HIM!)
choirs,
totaling
about
one
hundred
native green and white-striped into this aeid, where.it quickly people. A children's choir of six- ed to pick them up not later than on Wednesday morning.
disintegrated.
Later,
when
the
jade by the noted Chinese sculpMr. Messenger's talk was chiefty voices will sing "There's a Song December 21. If these books are
tor Wong Praxiteles, had disap- heat is off, you plan to evaporate in the Air." The four and five not claimed, they will have to be ly a description of the operation
peared. Gould was able to gasp the acid. The statue will, of year old children will sing "Away discarded.
of temperature controls in size
Also, students who have books and storage kettles, size boxes,
one word— . . • 'triscadectapho- course, be left intact as a residue. in a Manger." "O Holy Night"
Ingenious,
George;
quite
ingenbia' . . . before they took him to
will be the anthem by the young at the Co-op for sale are urged to and slasher cylinders.,
write their permanent addresses
the veterinary hospital "over near ious. x Quod erat glub . . ."
He was right, of course. Kirk- people's choir, and the adult choir on the cards that are to be placed
the agriculture building, or Long
will
sing
"Thanks
Be
to
God."
shaw was always right.
Aull."
All three choirs will sing the inside the books.
Last week, checks totaling $680 S. C. Teachers
"Dr. Kirkshaw, 1 presume," said
processional, "Hark! the Herald
were
mailed to those who gave
a voice behind us. I looked around
(Continued from Page 1)
Angels Sing," and the recessional,
mailing
addresses. The students
to see Dr. Berkshire, the presi"Joy to the World."
It is recommended for all candent, standing there.
The service will also include who. left no mailing addresses
didates on the theory that pros"Quite right," said the inimitathe Christmas scripture and a may call at the store for payment. pective teachers should be able
ble Kirkshaw. "And you would
brief story, "The Shepherd Who
to demonstratex that they are
be Dr. Berkshire."
Did Not Go to Bethlehem."
Sigma
Tau
Epsilon
To
above average in intelligence,
"Exactly. But how did you
The offering at the service will
Station WSNW of Seneca will
culture, and professional prepaknow, Sif?" The' president was
be
given
to
Epworth
Orphanage.
ration. General culture,- mental
Initiate
New
Members
obviously astounded, as I was. rebroadcast the Clemson radio
guild's
Monday
night
presentation
abilities, and professional inforFor Kirkshaw had never seen the
of Charles Dickens' moving play, Vestry Elections Held
Twelve men have been tapped mation are covered by this exam.
good doctor before tonight.
by Sigma Tau Epsilon, honor
The optional type is designed
"Very simple. I noticed gravy "A Christmas Carol" by popular
scholastic fraternity for arts and to provide an opportunity for canstains of varying shades on your request.
The prqgram will be transcrib- By Episcopal Church
science majors.
ascot, and concluded that you are
didates to demonstrate mastery of
an inveterate banquet-goer. The ed. Time for the presentation
They are W. S. Adams, H. T. subject matter that he desires to
The Clemson Episcopal Church
by
station
WSNWwill
be
2:30
copy of Directory of American
held an election of a new Vestry- Arthur, R. H. Bowen, J. S. FulCollege and University Presidents p. m., Friday, December 16. This ment for 1950. The election was mer; W. N .Gtann, and J. W. Her- teach. Some of these type are
education in the elementary
dangling from your watch-chain program, which was produced by
held on December 10 at a supper ring
furnished the final clue. Quod Joe Lipton, is the last in a series which v/as held at the Holy TrinAlso, J. J. Lipton, T. C. Mann, schools, biological sciences, Engof broadcasts originating from
erat demonstrandum."
ity Church. The results were an- W. R. Mattox, W. H. D. McGreg- lish language and literature, in"Remarkable!" exclaimed the Clemson College for thjs school nounced by the Beverend Mr. or, E. F. Sapp, and E C. Schofield.
dustrial arts education, and other
year.
venerable doctor.
The informal initiation started
Gribbons.
varied subjects.
The
program
was
previously
I recalled now having pointed
Mr. G. E. Mete was elected Dec. 12 and will last one week.
At the time of the examinations,
out Dr. Berkshire to Kirkshaw broadcasted by stations WAIM Senior Warden and Mr. H. L. The formal initiation has been
earlier in the evening, but I felt and WCAC in Anderson.
each candidate, will receive a test
tentatively set for Dec. 16.
Simons
Jr.
was
elected
Junior
Those participating in the radio
sure the detective really had acIn order to be eligible for mem- booklet and an answer sheet. He
Warden. The Vestrymen elected
complished h i s identification play are: Joe Lipton, who takes were: Dr. M. A. Owens, Dr. J. bership, the student must be mawill be asked to record his an-,
through deduction. He never was the leading role as Scrooge; Bo B. Whitney, Mr. R. W. Moorman, joring in arts and science, preswer sheet with a special, electroone to take shortcuts when the Parnell, Ray Alexander, Roy El- Mr Gilmer Petroff, Mr. H. J. Se- medicine, or industrial physics.
more effective method of a priori lison, Len Magruder, Mary Rus- fick, and Colonel W. S. Morris.'
He must be a member of the graphic pencil which will be proreasoning was available. As I sell Eleazer, Buba Alexander, Bob
The new officers will assume Junior class, and have a grade- vided. His paper will then be
have observed before, Kirkshaw Dilfield, and Dick Raines.
point ratio of at least 5.
graded objectively by a machine.
their
duties on January 1.
The program is announced by
Is always right.
"Dr. Berkshire,' Kirkshaw con- George Facchin.
Machine Donated To
tinued, "this is an open . . . rather,
+ COMPLIMENTS OF +
m wrvre et ferine case (Kirkshaw Bizet Records Given
never was one to make use of
Knitting Department
trite English phraseology).
H. Brinton andv Company has
"The campus was visited this To Music Department
Befoi-8 .;.£ \- - ..an i i. . .. , .'.:, ess .
donated a new knitting machine
p. m. by a thirteen-raan deputadealer for some grand Christmas gift sug;,.
SENECA, S. C.
TEL. 401
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Shoolbred to the Textile School knitting lab.
tion from Humm*i Ur.iversity of
for Dad, rich Uncle George, or the kid brother.
Suggestion 4—For outdoor Dads, a couple of
have
presented
the
entire
recordThe machine is a ten cut, 12 inch,
Verdiburg, Thomas Green Colrugged and handsome Arrow sports shirts will
You'll be wee to please them wffh "Arrow" gifts—
lege's traditional rival lor gene- ing of Bizet's opera, Carmen, to 12 feed, rib body machanism.
hit the spot. $3.95 - $10.
gifts any man appreciates.
the
Clemson
music
department.
The
stop
-motion
for
the
marations. Led ... get thi: . . led
This
recording
was
made
in
Euchinery /was donated by Wesco.
by a Greek exchange student
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING AT REASONABLE PRICES
named Pete Onomatopoeia. . this rope by the orchestra and chorus It will be used in the study of rib
\
group approached Gould .the of La Scala, Milan. Students may knitting and production of garORTWEIN TAILORING CO.
jp
■
->■
hear
the
recording
in
the
music
ments.
It
was
received
from
the
night-watchman from behitd and
of Rome, Ga.
room of the Library from 2 p. m. company last week.
TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
shouted, 'We are thirteen!'
Your Measurements Taken at Frequent Intervals
Several more machines are ex"Gould, who is a triscacecta- to 8:30 p. m., 2 p. m. to 5:30 p.
EXCELSIOR MILL STORE
CLEMSON, S. C.
phobic or one who is viohntly m Saturday, and 2 p. m. to 8:30 p. pected to make the lab fully
•frairl of the number fhirippn. m. Snrlr'':,P.

New Information
Plan Is Told By
Dr. R. F. Poole

Dr. Berne-Allen

Attends Chemical
Engineers Meet

Benefit Dance Be Given In Charleston
SAM'S LUNCH

STONE BROTHER?

Clemson Methodists
To Hold 2 Meetings

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

I GIVE DAD ARROWS FOR XMAS i

Christmas Carol

To Be Broadcast

Ross Builders Supplies, Inc.

ARROW SHIRTS
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Clemson Defeats P, C. For First Victory Of Season
Neel Tallies Winning Marker In Last
Seconds Of Play; Snee Is High Scorer
Clemson's cagers got into the win column for the first
time this season with a hard fought 55 to 53 victory over
Presbyterian College before 3,000 fans lafct Saturday night
here at Tigertown. Jack Neel, Tiger guard, slipped through
the Blue Hose defense in the last ten seconds, and layed in
the winning goal. Presbyterian had been, undefeated before
this tilt, having Posted wins over Pelzer, and a quint from
Akron, Ohio.

with J. Clanton

BASKETBALL
The Tiger Basketeers really gave the 2500 fans something to cheer about Saturday night by dropping the P.
C. Blue Hose in the final ten seconds, 55-53. The Presbyterians brought to Tigertown, along with several hundred P. C. students, a pretty fair quintet, but it wasn't
enough to stop the Tigers.
From the spectator's viewpoint, the battle was a real
thriller all the way, neither squad out front more than 3
points at ainy time, but actually it wasn't first class basketball. The Tigers were ragged throughout the entire first
half. They missed shots that shouldn't be missed and failed
to control either backboard, but came back strong in the
second half to overcome a 23-21 deficit and go on to win.
John Snee, the Staten Island, N. Y. boy, turned in
the outstanding performance of the night, tossing in 16
points and playing a bang-up defensive game.
Snee's
basket always seemed to come when the Bengals needed
them most (I don't mean that points aren't always needed—and welcomed, too). Jim Reynolds and Doug
Haugk showed up well defensively and offensively, too.
And George Spender looked good, especially on set shots.
The Tigers certainly don't lack hustle—they have that.
It is still early in the season and they're just a little rusty.
With a few more games "under their belt," they should make
a better showing.
The McFaddenmen take the road this week, tangling
with two S. C. teams this week-end. They tackle the
University of Maryland Terrapins Friday night and mave
to Richmond Saturday night to meet the Richmond University squad. With a little luck they could capture
both of these tilts.
It looks as though Coach "Rock" Norman has come up
with the best freshman squad seen in these parts in many
years. They showed real talent in downing the Asheville
High team Saturday night, 76-35. A couple of these boys
will be up on the varsity starting five next year.
The next time we get a look at the Bengal five they
will be wearing new uniforms, white "T" shirts and
trunks with white shoes. Flashy, eh!

MORE ABOUT BOBBY GAGE
From J. R. Hitt, a former Clemson student residing in
Chicago, comes this letter concerning Bobby Gage, former
Clemson great.
Editor:
Enclosed is a clipping from the Chicago Daily News
of last Monday. Thought it might be of interest to the
boys.
Gage sure looked great and actually should have
scored again as he carried the ball down to the four yard
line on a nice sprint. However, Geri fumbled on the
next play. Bobby did play the entire game for Pitts- burgh on defensive safety.
Sincerely,
J. R. Hitt
i

From the Daily News ... by Howard Roberts:
"The gears retired uniform number "77" with fitting
fanfare last week, but they neglected to let*the Pittsburgh
Steelers in on the ceremonies. As a result it came back to
haunt them in a most frightening manner.
It came back on the white shirt of a little chap named
Bobby Gage, late of Clemson University.' And it came in a
manner that even Red Grange, who made it the most famous
in all football, would approve.
It came back for 97 yards and for six yards and a total of
twd touchdowns in 44 seconds elapsed time during a furious
and" spectacular fourth quarter.
The Bears won, 30-21, but it was Bobby Gage's day.
Gage had been sitting on the Pittsburgh bench all afternoon while the Bears moved to a 30-7 lead.
On his first attempt, little Gage was smothered for a
loss of 18 yards. Then he retreated deep into his own end
zone, in punt formation.
But instead of kicking, he ran. And how he ran! He
swept to his right, straightened out down the sideline, shot
past George McAfee's desperate diving tackle and raced the
length of the field.
Still he^ wasn't through. Ed Cody brought Georgia Papacy's kickoff back with a nice run, but fubled and Papach
hirriself recovered on the Chicago 36 yard line.
Gage then passed to Elbie Nickel, a fine end all afternoon,
for'SO yords.
Next he swept around his right end for another six
points."
■ There is more from the article but no space left here.
And there were some who said that the "Schoolboy"
would never make it against the "big, play-for-pay boys"!

Grid Predictions For Next Year's Bowls

Tigers Tangle With Two S. (. Foes As

After laying off the prediction roll for the last three
weeks I'm back again to give my final choices of the year. This
coming New Year's Day should produce some real bowl
thrillers. There are only three teams that will perform in
bowl games that possess undefeated and untied records, Oklahoma's Sooners, the number two team of the nation, boast
one of the clean slates. The University of California which
ranked in the third spot nationally is the second team with
a perfect record and little Wofford College is the third bowl

They Take Road For Weekend Trip

John Snee, again led the Tigs* —
to victory with a great display of
shooting. Snee was the game's
top scorer with a total of sixteen
markers. The Bengal ace now
has amassed 53 points in three
games thus far. Groninger ana
Thompson both of Presbyterian
were next in the scoring depart- ,
ment with 12 points apiece. Hawkins of P. C. -and Reynolds of
Clemson swished the nets for 11
and 10 tallies respectively. George
Spender dropped 9 points through
the hoop for the Tigers.
The Blue Hose lead through
most of the contest, but the
Tigers poured it on when it counted most and proved to be the
smarter club at the final whistle.
With over a minute left and the
score all knotted up, the Bengal
cagers began to freeze the ball.
This kept the throng of 3,000 in
a frienzy. The Tigers were playing for a P. C. defender to foul a
Bengal eager or either to be able
to break a man into the clear for
a lay up
shot. Neel slipped
through the P. C. defenders took
a pass from a team mate and
swished the net for the deciding
points.
Clemson winds up their preChristmas basketball this weekend. The Tigers take on the
strong University/ of Maryland
quint at College Park; Maryland,
on Friday night and the McFaddenmen journey down to Virginia
Saturday for a tilt with the University of Richmond Spiders.
Lineups:
Clemson—55.
Presbyterian—53
Haugk—8
Groninger—12
Reynolds—10
Hill—4
Holshouser—5
Thompson—12
Snee—16
Hawkins—11
Spender—9
Uye—8
Townsend—2
Tedards—2
Doug Haugk (35), Tiger forward, is shown tossing in a two pointer
Neel—3
Jackson—4
in last Saturday's tilt with Presbyterian College at the field
Richardson—2
house. Other Clemson players in the photo are W. A. Holhouser
Half time score: P. C. 23, Clemon the left and Jim Reynolds (31). Clemson got their first win
son 21.
of the season at the expense of the Blue Hose, 55 to 53.

Harold Culley Will
Be Future Tig Star
By CHARLES MEIBURG
Last year at the Georgia Junior
College Basketball Tournament,
West Georgia College was meeting
Gordon Military Academy of
Barnesville in the finals. West
Georgia was leading 53 to 52
when, with 2 seconds remaining
in the game, a youngster named
Culley of Gordon Military Acad7
emy went in for a 'lay-up." However, the once in a lifetime happened, and the ball rolled around
the rim and hopped out. While
the game was lost Culley might
could have won it for Gordon,
this young player had experienced
perhaps his greatest thrill.
Harold B. Culley, Jr., present
Clemson guard was born in Harrisburg, Illinois, on February 26,
1930. When he was only two
years old, his parents, Louise
Overby and Harold B. Culley, Sr.,
moved to West Frankfort, Illinois,
where young Harold spent his
childhood. Culley attended Frankfort Community High School becoming a mainstay in that school's
basketball quintet. FroYn there,
Culley went to Gordon Military
Academy at Barnesville, Georgia,
where he also excelled in basketball for two years.
Last September, Culley entered Clemson and as the basketball
season rolled around it became
more apparent that perhaps Culley might bolster a much-needed
defense- for the Tiger quintet.
Culley, who is majoring in Textile Manufacturing here at Clemson, has no particular plans after
graduation as yet; however, he
has two more years to make up
his mind.
During these two seasons he is
expected to play an important
part in the development of better
Tiger basketball teams. While he
has not made any all-star quintets, Culley has shown that he
has what it takes to make an allaround basketball player.

Sharpshooiers Place Second In Postal
ROK Matches With 7 Wins, One Loss

♦team with an unseatched record
that will 'perform on January 1,
1950. Here are my choices for the
pro-season contests.
ROSE BOWL
California over Ohio State—
Cal. stopped U. S. C, a team
that held the Buckeyes to a
deadlock. Of course, you can't
pick a winner by comparing
scores, but the Bears seem to
have a little more all round
strength, so the Golden Bears
by a touchdown.
SUGAR BOWL
Oklahoma over L., S. U.—Wilkinson's Sooners are likely to
meet their sternest test of the
season in L. S. U. However, the
high scoring Oklahomans lead by
Darrell Royal should stop a fine
Bayou Tiger.
COTTON BOWL
Rice over North Carolina—It'll
be the number five (Rice) pitted
against the number 14 team
(North Carolina). Five comet before 14, so a strong vote for Jess
Neeley's Rice Owls.
ORANGE BOWL
Kentucky over Santa Clara—
The Broncos have an excellent
chance for an upset, but the
Kaintucks over all record looks
better. The Wildcats will have
to hustle to take this one,
though.
GATOR BOWL
Maryland over Missouri—The
Terrapuins were probably one of
/the most underrated teams in
the nation this year. The Liners
lost but one tilt and that one was
a one touchdown loss to powerful
Michigan State. While Missouri
isn't boasting a record like the one
they had last year, they have
comeback on top in seven of their
ten tilts. The midwestern Tigs
dropped games to S. M. U., Ohio
State, and Oklahoma. This tilt
should be about as close as last
year's Gator Bowl between Clemson and Missouri.
SUN BOWL
Georgetown over
Texas
Western—While ihe men from
Texas boast better season record, they haven't faced the opposition the Hoyas have faeed.
The Hoyas looked good in defeating Boston College and
Wake Forest among others, and
should have enough power to
bounce Texas Western.

The Clemson Tiger's cage squad takes the road thi« ■weekend for their first look at Southern Conference opposition,
meeting the University of Maryland Friday night and moving on to Richmond to face the Richmond University Spiders
Saturday night.
*

Cagers To Receive
New White Uniforms
Santa Claus will come a little
late to the Clemson basketball
team, but when he does show
up, he'll have something worth
waiting for. The basketball
Tigers are to receive new uniforms, an item which has long
been needed.
White, the traditional color
worn by all host teams, will
The Tigers will continue to
be the color of the new togs,
wear their purple and orange
uniforms in all games played
away from home.
The new shirts will be the
T-shirt variety, which will be
something new to Clemson, and
the pants will be made of flannel. White shoes will complete
the new outfit.
Due to the fact that there are
no more home games until after
Christmas, the Bengals won't
have a chance to cavort in their
new outfits this year. It'll be
a striking sight, however, when
the Tigs do take the floor
against Davidson on January 14.

The Tigers have three games
under their belt thus far this season but as yet have not faced
a conference foe. The Bengals
have dropped two tilts while
winning only one, dropping two
hard-fought battles to the University of Georgia Bulldogs and edging Presbyterian Saturday night,
55-53. None of<t these tilts were
against top-flight teams, and this
week-end should prove a real test
for the McFaddenmen. Victories
over Maryland and Richmond
would place them in one of the
top slots in the conference.
N. C. STATE TOPS AGAIN
However, N. C. State will
again be the "big dog" in the
Southern
Conference
r a e e.
Coach Everett Case's State
Wolfpack has already started
the season with a bang and
should be a cinch to take all
honors against a not too highly
rated
basketball
conference.
The Wolfpack in their first
three starts knocked-off Washington and Lee, 67-47; drubbed
the Davidson Wildcats 77-43;
and beat out a 74-52 victory
over George Washington.

The only team given a chance
to even push the Wolfpack lightly
is the Duke Blue Devil team. They
have practically their entire 1948
New Year's afternoon. Stanford squad back and demonstrated
their power Saturday night by
going away.
pushing around the previously
CIGAR BOWL
Wofford over Florida State— unbeaten University of Virginia,
82-61.
>
Since State just started 'intercollegiate athletics a couple of
WEEK-END CONFERENCE
years ago not too much is
.SCHEDULE
known about their football
Thursday—Duke at Davidson;
strength. The Terriers have a
well experienced eleven and Loyola, of Los Angeles at North
have shown a great deal of Carolina State; Wake Forest at
power throughout the season. Loyola (Baltimore).
So, I pick the South Carolinians
Friday—Clemson at Maryto continue their winning
land; William and Mary vs.
streak.
John Carroll at Cleveland;
Wake Forest at Loyola (BaltiBLUE-GRAY GAME
more).
The South over The North—Although not much has been reSaturday—Duke vs. Washingleased as to what the Northern- ton and Lee at Lynchbur^ Va.;
ers have, the Southern team looks Clemson at University of Richpretty potent. So heres hoping mond; Virginia at George Washthe South can smash the men ington; Norfolk Naval Base at
from the North.
Virginia Military; William and
Mary at Akron University; South
SHRINE EAST-WEST
This tilt is a toss up each year Carolina at Georgia; Maryland at
and this New Year's affair is no Navy; and Davidson at Georgia
Tech.
exception.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.

The Clemson College rifle team
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
finished right behind Georgia
TENNIS LADDER
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
Tech in the Postal ROTC Rifle
PINEAPPLE BOWL
327-J29 Main Street
Phone 480
Team Matches which ended DeStanford
over
Hawaii
—
From
1. Claire Draper
SENECA,.
SOUTH
CAROLINA
here it looks like the Indians
cember 3, 1949. These matcVes
2. Harold Littlejohn
should have a very successful
are held at the respective schools
3. Lewis Calvert
and the results are then mailed
4. Joe Black
to the competing schools for com5. Grady Strom
parison, with the highest team
6. Ben McLeod
score being declared the winner.
7. D. C. LeGrand
The Tigermen had 3635- points
8. C. D Coleman
out of a possible 4000. Clemson
9. Jack Neel
Budget trips for students under the guidance of congenial
was barely edged out by the
10. Harry Merritt
English-speaking local councilors.
strong Tech squad. Tech picking
11. Vernon Smith
up 32 points more than the Ben12. Abe White
Frequent departures between June 1 and August 1, 1950,
gals.
Fifteen men firing, the 10 high
by regularly scheduled liners or by air.
scores on each team counting for
Ten men firing, sitting position
$620.00
record.
4 weeks in England (London, South Coast, Midlands
P.S. F.S. Winner eliminated, 5 high scores count$665.00
3 weeks in England and 1 week in Paris
Clemson
4000 3635
ing for record.
$690.00
4 weeks in France (Paris, French Alps, Rivera)*
Ga. Tech
400 3667 Ga. Tech
P.S. F.S. Winner
$720.00
3 weeks in France and 1 week in London
Clemson
1500 1355 Clemson
Clemson.
4000 3635 Clemson
Rut. Uni.
1500 1342
Bos. Uni.
4000 3486

~r

TO EUROPE IN 1950

Clemson
Uni. of Ala.

Each additional week in England $50, in France $60.
Each additional week in Ireland, Scotland, Belgium, Holland, Scandivania, Germany, Switzerland, Austria or
Italy $75 for the first week, $60 for each censecutive
week in each country.

4000 3635 Clemson
1000 3574

Clemson
Utah State

4000 3635 Clemson
4000 3619

Clemson
N. S. State

4000 3635 Clemson
4000 3630

Syra. Uni.
4000 None (For.)
Clemson
4000 3635 Clemson
Ten men firing, the five high
scores on each team"counting for
record.
P.S. F.S. -Winner
Clemson
2000' 1841 Clemson
Uni. N. D.
2000 1767

Including transportation (New York to New York) to,
from and within Europe*; full board in good hotels or
modern university accommodations;" and a complete supervised educational and recreational program of excursions, sightseeing, theater and concert visits, conferences,
lectures, political and professional contacts and social
and sport activities.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY

Prices valid for registration before March 1, 1950; a $100
deposit will secure your place—pay the rest in convenient
instalments.

A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

Indjvidual itineraries arranged for groups of 15ormore<.
For full information write:
«

MAKE THE

ACADEMIC TRAVEL ASSOCIATION, INC.
Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

—ABBOtfS
MCNS

CALHOUN HOTEL

,.

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

SHOP"

SENECA. S.C

(A non-profit organization)
42 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y.

*Minimum rate; superior accommodations at the official supplement rates.
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Anderson, S. C.
•!•—«!<-_.>*

r
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Tigs Freshman Cagers Win Opener

Sportfacts
in
Focus

Clemson Baby ^Cubs
Smother Asheville
In Opening Game

By DICK RAINES

By "Little Rock" Norman
Coach McFadden's cagers will head north this week for
games with Maryland's' Oldliners and Richmond's Spiders.
The Tigers mauled the Liners in their last cage outing, but
the Bengals won't be on the home court this time. Maryland, one of the stronger Conference teams, will be the toughest foe the Tigers have faced so far this season.
Richmond,
while not as potent as Maryland, is probably a shade better
than the -men from Tigertown. The Spiders tripped the Tigs
in the only meeting between the two quints. Clemson will
have to rely heavily on John Snee, Doug Haugk, Jim Reynolds, and George Spender. Snee is currently leading the
Tig hoopsters with 44 points or an average of somewhat over
14 points per game.

FROSH CAGERS LOOK GREAT
livre
each
pate
pany

is some of the fast action'that takes place at the field house
night in intramural basketball. Even if you don't particiyou can drop over to the field house and give your comor barracks team some support.

Intramural Cagers Play Every Niqhl
By J. ROY COOPER

John ta& Leading

Both gyms at the field house are
scenes of activity every night now
with the Intramural teams playing as though each game determined the championship. Through
last week, which was the first
week of league play, there were
some very close games.
A-4 defeated the sharecroppers
23-19 in a hard fought contest.
D-2 and D-3 played a close game
on Tuesday night before the college game started, D-3 winning
by a score of 18-14.
One of the most interesting
games of 'the week was between
barracks 8 and the Nueps, the
Nueps winning 27-26.
In Friday night's contest D-2
won from C-l by a score of 17-16
and A-3 won over C-4 by a score
of 23-21.
It is the desire of the Intramural Council that every student
have some recreation each \week,
but if you do not care to participate and would like to see some
interesting basketball games come
to the gyms any night except
Wednesday or Saturday. The
first games begin at 7:00 and the
second games start at 7:45. There
are two games in each gym every
night.

Clemson's
flashy
sophomore
forward, John Snee, is currently
leading the Tiger pointmakers
with a total of 44 points to his
credit. The New York set-shot
artist has . been high scorer for
the Bengals in both meetings with
the University of Georgia as he
swished the net for 16 points in
each engagement. Snee also was
a leading scorer against Presbyterian College and came up with
a total of 12 points.
Ranging a close second to Snee
is Doug Haugk, a sophomore
guard from New Jersey. Haugk.
has amassed 35 units to earn the
second slot in the standings.
Haugk, as well as Snee was very
effective in the two-game series
with the Georgians as he counted,
15 and 12 times against the Bulldogs. He scored his 35th point
against P. C. Saturday night when
he rolled up 8 points.
One of the Tiger cagers' two
seniors, Jim Reynolds, is perched
in third place with a total of 30
points. Reynolds got 16 against
Georgia in the first game and 14
against them in the second tilt.
He counted 10 times against the
Blue Hose Saturday night.
A newcomer to the Tiger ranks,
Dec. 3—-Clemson 40—Georgia
George
Spender
is
currently
59
running in fourth place among
Dec. 6—Clemson 57—Georgia 65
the scorers. Spender, also a 'New'
■ Dec. 10—Clemson 55—P. C. 53
Jersey sophomore, had his best
Dec. 16—Maryland—there
night of the young season in the
Dec. 17—Richmond—there
second tilt with Georgia. He hit
Jan. 7—Furman—there
the target for five field goals and
Jan. 10—Wake Forest—there
one free throw. Spender had just
Jan. 14—Davidson—here
the week before been held to a
Jan. 18—The Citadel—here
lone foul throw by the AthensJan. 21—U. S. C—here
men. His latest effort, against P.
Feb. 3—U. S. C—there
C. netted him 9 units to give him
Feb. 4—The Citadel—there
a total of 21.
Feb. 7—Geo. Washington—here
Feb. 10—Presbyterian—there
Feb. 14—Davidson—there
Feb. 5—Wake Forest—ther
Feb. 20—W. &. L—there
Feb. 21—V. M. I.—there
Feb. 25—Maryland—here
Feb. 27—Furman—here

Bengal Basketball

"ta And Scores

Radio Club To Give

Sports Program On
Great Jim Thorpe

the life of one of the most famous
The^ Radio Guild of Clemson all around American athletes,
College will present within a few Jim Thorpe.
George Brown will produce the
weeks after" the Christmas holidays a special sports program, ac- program and will be assisted with
cording to George Facchin, Radio the announcing by George FacGuild publicity director.
chin.
This program has been careWatch the Tiger for the exact
fully 'prepared and will portray date of th»v> presentation.

CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
18 E. Coffee Street

GreenTille, S. C.

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

If Clemson can hold on to all of those fine freshman
basketeers this year, the '50-'51 season could well be the
best cage season since the Tigers won the Southern Con
ference which was about a decade ago. Coach "Rock"
Norman's crew barely worked up a sweat in smothering Asheville High School last Saturday night. At the
final gun the tall, slender Tiger cagers were on top by
some 44 points, and believe me, they probably could have
made the victory even more convincing if it had been
necessary. Forwards McCullough and Robinson tossed
in 14 and 20 points respectively for the Baby Tigers. McGullough's and Robinson's points were more than the
whole Asheville team were able to garner. The Tig
frosh have two fine centers in McGray and Gaskins.
Both of these boys have plenty of height and perform
well on the offense and defense. Coach Norman's boys
have defeated this year's varsity squad in several scrimmage games. So, it looks like the varsity members
that's be returning next year will really have to hustles
if they exPect to make the squad. Perhaps with this
promising freshman aggregation the Tigers can make a
name for themselves on the courts in the future.

1949 SPORTS PARADE TO END THIS WEEKEND
Clemson College ends its '49 athletic campaign with cage
tilts on Friday and Saturday nights. Although the year 1949
didn't Prove to be as successful as the '48 sports parade there
were plenty of thrilling contests in all sports. The Tiger
track team boasted the best record for the '49 campaign going
undefeated and bringing home "the laurels in the State meet.
The basketball and baseball squads had their seasons, while
the tennis and swimming records were less impressive. Even
though the footballers were no world beaters, they managed
to thrill many thousands with their spectacular offensive
play. Perhaps the coming New Year will prove the most
successful in Clemson sports history and perhaps next year
at this time we'll be following our Tiger team to a bowl as
we did on January 1, 1949.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

Pictured above is this year's rifle team which pla ced second In postal ROTC matches.
from left to right: Bartlett, F. O., Gunby, F. M., Woodle, H. A., Allen, C. G., West, C. E.,
A., Poston, M. L.; second row, standing: Capt. Anderson.'F. M., Miller, R. W., Harrell, S. S.,
..V. K., Jones, E. E., Cauthen, M. F., Forgett, V. J. Orr, R. H., Sat,Cox, E. L.; third row,
Earle, T. B., Smoak, J. M., Callaham, J. F., Parris, R. M-, Squires, J. T., Dovvling, J. H.,
Kinnell, R. E.

CLEMSON BASKETBALL ROSTER 1949-50
Ht.sWt. Cl.Let.
Forwards
Jersey City, Nx. J.
6-3 180 2 yes
Johnstown, Pa.
6-2 188 3 yes
Orlando, Fla.
6-3 185 3 yes
Greenwood, S. C.
6-1 170 2 no
Guards
Jack Neel
Owensboro, Ky.
5-11 170 3 yes
John Snee
Staten Island, N. Y. 6-0 172 2 yes
no
George Spender
Maplewood, N. J.
6-0 160
Harold Culley
West Frankford,' 111. 6-2 190
no
William Poole
no
Travelers Rest, S. C. 6-0 165
J. D. Cloud
. Orlando,-Fla.
5-10 150
no
Centers
W. R. Holshouser
Erwin, Tenn.
6-6 235 4 yes
Ronald Richardson Apapka, Fla.
6-5 195 2 no

Jersey
No.—Player
35 Doug Haugk
31 Jim Reynolds
25 Julius Townsend
29 C. P. Coleman
23
22
24
30
26
2;
44
27

Home

1948 49 CLEMSON SEASONAL RECORD OF RETURNING
LETTERMEN

BIG TWO, LITTLE SIX!
Despite "Wofford's" undefeated record they're in a little league, they play little teams, and they're little ,time. Firman and The Citadel, although they're in the Southern Conference, never have done anything on the gridiron, or on the
basketball courts to make them noticed within the Conference. To be brutely frank about the whole matter, Clemson
and South Carolina are the only two football teams of any
consequence in the State and all this propaganda about
"Furman's up and coming team" and "Wofford oughta be in
the Southern Conference," is a lotta botch. Wofford is good
in her own league, but the way some warpheads talk, you'd
think they were in the same class with Notre Dame. I've
even read several articles where the Terriers were rated
above last year's undefeated and untied Tiger eleven. That's
carrying school spirit to the exrteme. Furman, while being
a shade better than Wofford, still hasn't the stuff year after
year to compete with the Tigs and Gamecocks. Granted,
the Purples did beat U. S. C, but upsets occur every Saturday during the pigskin season. Presbyterian College never
is a match for Clemson yet the Tigs warm up with the Hose
each year. It is a big game for P. C, but why shouldn't the
Tigs improve their schedule by playing another team like
Florida in the first game of the season? The point is, Clemson and U. S. C. could go after bigger guests instead of playing some of the smaller colleges around the state. Why not
let the small schools fight it out for the mythical state title?
After all, a state football title to a large college team is nothing compared to the conference championship. The Tigs and
U. S. C. are always contenders for the SC, while the smaller
schools in the state that are in the Conference loop never
make it interesting.
SHOULD THE TIGER MIX THE SPLIT
WITH THE SINGLE WJNG?
There have been a good deal of rumors about the 1950
Tiger team throwing in the Split T along with the old reliable single wing. The first question that would arise on
the matter is, do 'the Tigers have an experienced man who
could handle the quarterback post from the T? Clemson
definitely has the backfield material, but a T formation Q.B.
isn't developed overnight. Perhaps if the split T could be
tried out during spring grid drills more could be said as to
just how successful such a venture would be.

The Clemson Cubs opened
their hardwood season with
an impressive 76-32 triumph
over Lee Edwards High of
Asheville, North' Carolina,
Saturday night here. The situation was well in hand from
the starting jump as the Baby,
Tigs jumped to an early lead. )

Pers. Fouls uame
Name
GamesGoalsFoulsPoint sFouls >Miss< sdAv.
10.8
32
Doug Haugk, f
21
228
45
96
36
10.6
159
44
9
21
Jim Reynolds, f
15
69
6.9
40
10
62
21
145
John Snee, g
21
4.3
22
18
87
W. A. Holshouser, c - 20
35
,17
12
3.7
7
53
15
23
Julius Townsend, c. _ 14
3.1
11
44
66
22
2"2
Jack Neel, g
21
....™™„-——

We Sell the Material....
Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga.
Does the Work.„
SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

EXCELSIORMILLS STORE

f
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T
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Kneeling
Leby, M.
Williams,
standing:
and Mc-

Moore And Poulos
Moiilp^iiierf Round
Gene Moore and John Poulos,
1949 Tiger grid co-captains who
were selected to play in the annual Blue-Grey in MontgorV-ry,
Ala., on December 31, are scheduled to report in Montgomery on
the 24th of this month. Coach
Blair Cherry, of Texas, willjiave
one week in which to prepare his
squad for the^Northern team
coached by Ray Elliot of the University of Illinois.
The participants of this game
are given tickets V attend any
New Year's Day bowl game, with
the exception of the Rose Bowl
classic, and Moore and Poulos
plan to go on to New Orleans for
the Oklahoma-L. S. U. fracas.

Clemson Riflemen
Defeat- Davidson
The Tiger riflemen picked up
another victory, their third
straight, by downing the Davidson Wildcat crew here Saturday
night to the tune of 1804x2000
to 1683x2000. H. A. Woodle was
top point getter for the Bengals
with 364 points out of a possible
400. J. L. Callahan, who led the
Tigs last week against the
Georgia Bulldogs, followed
closely with 363.
A. S. Miree was best man for
the Wildcats with 353, but even
this was a lower score than
turned in- by the Tiger's low
man, Earle, who had 356 total
points.
In third place for the Tigers
Was M. L. Poston with 362.
Frank Gunby placed fourth,
picking up 359 out of the possible 400.
Immediately following the
Christmas holidays, the Clemson squad will go to Belmont,
N. C, to face the Belmont Abbey team.

The offense was led by for- '
wards M. C. Robinson, T. A. Mc- *
Cullough and center M. D. Gaskins, who scored 20, 14, and 13
points respectively. The above
three men led the scoring parade
for the night. Asheville's high- ■
est scorer was their first-ttring:
center, Deitz, who popped 2 |>oints
on three field goals and six follt*
to take fourth -place.
DEFENSE LOOKS. GOOD
The Tiger defense worked
well as they allowed only eight rfJ
field goals during the game and .,,
a total of only fourteen points
at the half compared to 41 for
the frosh. Another accomplishment was the amazing proportion of foul shots made by the ..
Cubs, 18 of 22. The ratio would
be outstanding in any league. :' The Baby Tigs' height and
alertness were a big factor in the
game as they controlled both
backboards and several times
managed to steal the ball through
clever guarding. The Cubs gave
a good exhibition of passing and
ball-handling as they managed to*'"
get the ball down the court and "
into the hoop before the visitors
could set up their defense.
The sum total of the above
factors was the result of many
hours practice. Much praise is
due to the Tiger Cubs who
showed what hard work can
do as they steadily increased 3
their lead' to end the contest
with a 76-32 score.
BILTMORE COLLEGE HERE
The frosh are ready^ to show
their stuff again next Saturday
night as they tackle Biltrrfore College at Hendersonville. The next
home game will be the same opponents on January 10.
The box score
Pos.—Clemson
Asheille
F—McCullough 14
Moritz 8
F—Robinson 20
Bocock 5 ■
C—McGraw 6
Deitz 12 .
G—Murraw 4
Rector 0 .
G—DeLoach 6
Ruby 2
Clemson substitutes: Dozier 1,
Hicks 5, Gaskins 13, Moorer 4,
Wells 1, Brown 0, Wall 0, Anthony
2,1 Cole 0, and Revell 0.
Asheville substitutes: Knight 0,
Ruben 0, Smith 5, Turner 0, and
Dooley 0.
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BRACELETS... COMPACTS... KEY CHAINS
PINS... NOVELTY ITEMS
SELECT YOURS EARLY
A small deposit will reserve your selection
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COMPLETE LINE RONSON LIGHTERS
ON DISPLAY
CHRISTMAS CARDS..;CANDIES
Large Selection to Choose From

X

BOXES AND
OTHER MUSICAL NOVELTIES

MUSICALTPOWDER

L C. Martin Drug Company

f
f7

t

Clemson, S. C. X

P. S. McCollum, Owner

i
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Pneumatic Strip Tester Used By GE
Engineers In Sefermining Strength.
Club For History
Majors Organized

Sponsors for the North Carolina^Clemson Club are pictured above. The social organization will
hold its annual dance in Charlotte on December 29. The sponsors are, top row, left to right: Miss
Lucy Moose, of Charlotte, for club president A. N. Turner; Miss Betty Jean Campbell of Gastonia,
for business manager Charles Emory; Miss Betty Carpenter,1 of Charlotte for secretary and treasurer Sarles B. Ballenger; and Miss Barbara Huffstetler, of Gastonia, for John Jenkins, chairman
of \publicity and decorations. Bottom row, left to right: Miss Susan Smith, of Goldsboro, for Marritii H. Saline, chairman of the dance committee; Miss Mary Ann Faggart, of Charlotte, for dance
coi*^itteeman Warren Bethel; Miss Joan Shuler, of Charlotte, for Richard M. Foard, member of the
Uftoce committee; and Miss Betty Rose Davis, also of Charlotte, for Dick Boyd, of the dance comVmittee.

N. C. - Clemson Club to Dance
ASAE Elects Jeffcoat
Prexy For This Year
The Clemson branch of the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineering held its election of
officers to serve for the remainder of the current school year on
Tuesday, December 13.
George C. Jeffcoat, senior of
Norway, was elected president.
Harold G. Till senior from
Orangeburg received the vicepresidential seat; and Robert M.
Prince of Lynchburg was elected
reporter.
These officers will take over
their duties at the next regular
meeting of the club.
The retiring officers are S. P.
Young, president; P. L. Benfield,
vice-president; and L. G. Jeffords,
reporter. These men are all members of the February graduating
class.

Clemson Student Gives
(Continued from Page 1)
and neutrons and their valences.
Down in the lower right hand
corner was the number 92."
He said that this meant nothing to him at the time, but that
uranium was the 92nd element,
and undoubtedly was a blueprint
of the uranium atomic structure.
. Norton also pointed out that the
Russians secured 15 sets of astronomical charts covering the Aleutian Island chain which gave
them a tremendous amount of information which was far more
than was needed.
Asked by Mr. Lewis why he
had not mentioned the incident
before, Norton replied that he did
not realize the importance of
the discovery until he heard about
the Jordan story concerning the
shipment of uranium and important documents to Russia. When
he realized the importance of the
incidents, he went immediately
to Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
Clemson, who referred him to
former Secretary of State James
Byrnes, who was to speak at
Clemson the next day. M. Byrnes
advised him to contact the House
Committee on Un-Ameican Activities, and soon after he had done
this, Mr. Lewis was in Greenville to interview #him about the
incident.
Norton saw service- with the
Navy in the North and South Atlantic, the Carribean, Africa, Tunisia, and Alaska. He is a member of ihe- Blue Key, national
honor and leadership fraternity,
and several other academic and
extra-curricular groups on the
campus.

New Lint Cleaner
Causes Undesired
Cloth Appearance

Spinners of fine yarns and
weavers of fine fabrics do not like
the rough appearance of lint cotton processed at gins equipped
with the new saw-type lint cleaner. These manufacturers claim
that the lint resembles reginned
cotton and that the yarns manufactured from these cottons are
lower in grade and considerably
higher in neppiness. This is also
true of the fine fabrics woven
from the yarn spun from these
cottons.
Two large cotton spinning and
weaving plants in the South recently conducted tests to determine the waste content, the number of neps in the card web and
the yarn appearance grades and
yarn skein strengths for cottons
ginned with the saw-type lint
cleaner as compared with cottons
processed through a regular gin
and a reginning plant. The test
results from both of these mills
indicate that the cottons ginned
with the lint cleaner showed a
higher nep content at the card
web and more neps in the finished yarn than the cottons from the
gins without the cleaner. However, there was not a noticeable
depreciation in yarn skein
strength.
In an effort to make a further
study of the problem of lint cleaners, cottons have been secured
from the South Carolina Experiment Station that were grown in
the same field and of the same
variety, a portion of which was
hand picked and the other portion
machine picked.
These two samples of cotton
have been ginned on a gin equipped with and without the new
lint cleaner. This ginning procedure gives four samples of cotton that will be processed into
yarn and fabrics which in turn
will be bleached and dyed and the
test results should give the industry a good indication of what to
expect from cottons mechanically
harvested and ginned with the
new saw-type lint cleaners. .

Virginia Ann Cook
Home For Holidays
Miss Virginia Ann Cook, Clemson, will arrive in Clemson Saturday, December 17, to spend the
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward W. Cook.
A junior at Lander, Virginia
Anne plans to spend several days
in Virginia during her Christmas, vacation.

Clemson men are
High heels were invented by
the girl who got kissed on the
forehead.

always welcome at

DAVENPORT'S

DEPENDABLE USED CARS

one of the South's

And Specialized Service
On All Makes and Models

finest university

Madden's Motors

♦

shops.

Come in

Gamma Kappa Alpha, North
Carolina-Clemson club, will sponsor its annual dance at the Morris
Field Officers Club in Charlotte,
N. C, on December 29.
Walter Hagan and his orchestra
will furnish music for the dance.
The dance committee officials
are hoping for a repeat of last
year's dance, which was one of
the best dances of the holiday -sa
son.
Members of the dance committee are Marvin Saline, of Raleigh,
chairman; J. S. Jenkins of Gastonia, publicity and decorations
chairman; and members Dick
Foard, Dick Boyd, and R. D. Ballenger, all of Charlotte.
The chief aim of the annual
dance is to further the interest
of North Carolinians in Clem-

CLEMSON MEN
INVITED
TOOUR
MAIN STREET
STORE
NEXT TO
PARIS THEATRE
TO DO YOUR
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING
ESQUIRE SHOP
FOR MEN .

CLEMSON THEATRE
Clemson, S. C.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
December 16-17

'MIGHTY JOE
YOUNG'
with
Terry Moore
MONDAY & TUESDAY
December 18-19

'DOOLINSOF
OKLAHOMA'
with
Randolph Scott
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 20

'MISS MINK OF
1949'
with Lois Collier

to shop or just to
look around

DAVENPORT'S
207 jfc Main St.

Gas

Oil

HARRIS ESSO
STATION
Anderson, S. C.
Washing
Greasing

'TUCSON'
For the Best in
Entertainment

GREENVILLE

Best Wishes for a
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
BYERS MEN'S SHOP

A meeting was held on Thursi
day night, December 8, in fhe "Y"
clubroom for the purpose of organizing a club composed of history majors. The meeting was
called by Maxie Burch, junior of
Florence.
Burch put forth two plans for
organization. The group could
either form a chapter of the National Honorary History Fraternity, Phi Alpha' Theta, or form
a local club. It was decided that
the latter would be more effective since there are only twentythree men of junior and senior
level majoring in history. With
a local club, all of these men
could be made eligible.
A committee composed of Ray
M. Clanton, senior of Charlotte,
N. C, Joe S. Fulmer, junior of
Clemson, and Maxie Burch, was
appointed to write a constitution
which will be approved by the
group at its next meeting on
Thursday night, December 15.
Professor J. K. Williams was
elected faculty advisor at the
first meeting.

Curtis Speaks At
AIEE Meet Tues.
Professor D. D. Curtis, head of
the Mechanics and Hydralics Department, was the guest speaker
at the regular meeting of the
Clemson branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
This meeting was held on Tuesday night, Dec. 13, and after the
business portion of the meeting
Prof. Curtis showed some slides,
in color, which he had made during an extended trip into the west
this past summer. He had. many
interesting shots and these, along
with his comments,- provided a
very enjoyable pogram. .
During the business portion of
the meeting, it was announced
that the men serving in the of-

A device which works like a
harmonica, vibrating metal strips
in a path of rushing air, is now
being used to test the strength
of metals in the General Electric
Company's Schenectady Works
Laboratory.
Called the "pneumatic strip
tester," the device vibrates metal
in strip or sheet form at its natural frequency, until the specimen
fails. The number of vibrations
needed to cause failure indicates
the metal's strength.
In order to set up vibrations in
metal strips, GE engineers used
the principle of the harmonica.
A "mouth organ" produces its
tones when metal strips of different natural frequencies are made
to vibrate by air blown through
the instrument, when it is played.
In the pneumatic tester, compressed air vibrates the test strip.
While the test is in progress,
the strip intercepts a beam of
light once during each vibration.
Since the light beam is focused on
a photoelectric cell, or "electric
eye", the vibrations can be counted electronically, and the exact
frequency, or number of vibrations per second, can be found.
. When a test strip begins to
crack, it ceases to vibrate as fast,
and the testing device automatically stops. Engineers then multiply the frequency at which the
test was run, by the time needed
to cause failure, to find the number of vibrations the metal strip
could stand before it cracked.
Because of the high frequencies
which can be produced on the
pneumatic strip tester—tests are
often run at 1000 vibrations per
second—metal strips can be vibrated enough times in 24 hours
to equal two or three week's testing on mechanically-operated devices.
fices of secretary and treasurer
were to graduate in February and
it was therefore necessary to
name two men to take their offices until the regular elections
next semester. W. L. Dixon was
selected to serve as secretary and
J. R. Carter was selected to serve
as treasurer.

Thu^'sday, December 15, 1943

Moots of Culture *&&?*-

Gags From Other Rags
(Continued from Page 2)
Him: "No, but I've been slapped for going too fast."
Stoutonia

CHR/STMAS CUSTOMS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY sefives
BOARS HEAD ON CHR/STMAS,
BECAUSEAH'EARLYSTUDENT
ESCAPED DEATHBY HURLING
A VOLUME OF'ARISTOTL£'/Nro
A CHARGING BOARS MOUTH

Joe: "I walked six miles the
other day without seeing a human
face."
Moe: "Where were you?"
Joe: "In a nudist camp."
Kernel
There was the sculptor who put
his model to bed and chiseled on
his wife.
To all my many readers who are
always quick to appreciate a good
joke, and just as quick to spot a
bad one, and tell me about it, have
a big time over the holidays and
remember that old tried and
proven adage, if everyone isn't
feeling merry, she may be insulted.

MEDIEVAL ACTORS, CALLED MUMMERS. PERFORMED
FROM CASTLE W CASTLE OH CHR/STMAS, "MUMMERY "WAS
ASOUSHED BY HENRVWE,MOFEARED D/SWISEDASSASS/iY^

TODAY, ACCORD/NO TO
MODERN CUSTOM.
CHR/STMAS GIFTS/NCLODE.
GOLD AND PLATINUM
JEWELRY, PENS AND
PENCILS AND
'IVERMRE.

GREETINGS
from
THE STORE

Get Sonny a Clemson ?? Cap for Christmas
All sizes, 6 months up
$1.00

HOKE SLOAN

Belden Cable
Allied Piston Pins

Phone 382

' BRI MMI NG
OVER
WITH

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
Buffalo Mufflers
Federal Ball Bearings

SEASON'S

Seneca, S. C.

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

AND

I DEAS

at

G. H. Bailes Co.

MAYFAIR GRILL

Anderson, S. C.

Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

